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Summary
A tree belt bordering a road can be a useful and environmentally friendly noise abatement measure when specific
guidelines are followed. However, biological limitations regarding biomass density largely limit their shielding
efficiency. Especially in case of recently planted belts with juvenile and thus thin trunks, acoustical efficiencies
are small. The current study is a further elaboration on a previously performed large set of full-wave numerical
calculations of tree belt planting schemes, where the effect of the presence of supporting poles is numerically
investigated. It is shown that such poles can be used to give a juvenile non-deep tree belt a reasonable noise
abatement, and that specific configurations of supporting poles in between the trees can further optimize its
shielding. Making such poles absorbing could strongly increase road traffic noise abatement.

PACS no. 43.20.Fn, 43.28.En, 43.50.Gf, 43.28.Js

1. Introduction

Tree belts bordering a road can be considered as an envi-
ronmentally friendly and economically viable noise abate-
ment solution, having an estimated benefit-cost ratio easily
exceeding two [1]. When dealing with road traffic noise
applications, the forest floor and the trunks exhibit the
main acoustical effects [2, 3]. Downward scattering by
tree crowns can be considered as a negative effect of a
tree belt when source and receiver are located below the
canopy layer [4, 5], but to a limited extent [6] due to its
relevance at high frequencies (>2 kHz) only [7, 8]. A tree
belt reduces sound during transmission, making its effi-
ciency distance-independent while the soil effect is fully
preserved (and most often enhanced [9]). In contrast, a
noise wall leads to a reduced ground effect [10] and its
efficiency is rapidly lost with increasing source-receiver
separation [11].

In order to make a tree belt an efficient noise reduc-
ing measure, specific planting schemes should be chosen
as was previously shown by analyzing a database consist-
ing of a large number of full-wave numerical calculations
of sound propagation through tree belts [3]. Although the
stem cover fraction (i.e. the fraction of the ground area
taken by the tree trunk cross-sections, in plan view) was
identified as the main driver of the acoustical shielding,
specific planting schemes were shown to strongly devi-
ate from this basic behavior and thus offer possibilities to
increase the shielding (at the same biomass density) [3].
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Tree belt depth (normal to the road) and width (along the
road) were shown to be important as well [3]. In contrast,
trunk height [2] and receiver distance relative to the belt
(when looking at insertion losses) [3] were of limited im-
portance. Introducing some randomness in trunk position-
ing or trunk diameter increases shielding [2, 3].

Theoretically, higher efficiencies could be attained by
further augmenting the trunk basal area, however, this
conflicts with biological limits regarding access to light,
nutrients and water for the trees. Some interesting ap-
proaches have been identified [3] to relax the need for
high biomass density, without significantly affecting noise
shielding. Rectangular planting schemes, where the tree
spacing orthogonal to the road can be increased, omitting
full rows of trees along the road length axis, and thinning
inside the belt are examples of such measures [3].

Although deliberately adding artificial elements in be-
tween the trees has been suggested to increase the shield-
ing of a belt in [1], the current work is novel by consid-
ering common cylindrical wooden supporting poles as a
practical solution. Such poles are important for juvenile
trees to ensure straight growth even under wind load. At
the same time, poles increase the number of scattering
obstacles and could therefore add to the shielding of the
belt, without biological competition with the trees. It is
numerically studied if considering specific pole configura-
tions makes sense, given the importance of tree planting
schemes [3].

2. Calculation methodology

The calculation methodology has been presented before
[3], and is only summarized here. In brief, the 3D sound
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propagation environment is simplified to modeling propa-
gation in two orthogonal planes as illustrated in Figure 1.
Full 3D calculations are not possible due to lack of suffi-
cient computing power when aiming at capturing both the
distances and a sufficient part of the sound frequency range
in a realistic road traffic noise case.

In a first plane (plane number 1, see Figure 1), parallel
to the ground surface, scattering, diffraction and reflection
by the tree trunks is calculated (in absence of ground re-
flections). The computationally intensive FDTD technique
[12] is used here, needing a very fine spatial and temporal
discretisation. In the other plane (plane number 2, see Fig-
ure 1), the sound-soil interaction is predicted (in absence
of trees) using the Green’s Function Parabolic Equation
(GFPE) method [13, 14], which is computationally much
faster, basically since stepping in the propagation direction
can be performed at multiples of the wavelength. The lat-
ter technique accounts for the ground surface impedance
discontinuities (from rigid ground to forest floor, and then
from forest floor to grassland) when sound travels from
the different road segments towards the receiver. The sim-
ulations in both propagation planes are combined by sum-
ming their sound pressure levels, relative to free field prop-
agation, the latter e.g. justified by the full 3D calculations
of sound propagation through tree belts as discussed in [2].
The (total) attenuation is then found by also accounting for
the geometrical divergence. This operation is repeated for
each road segment (represented by a point source in its
centre) contributing to the receiver.

The major assumptions allowing this split-up in sound
propagation in two orthogonal planes are the indepen-
dency [15, 16, 2, 17] of the soil effect from the multi-
ple scattering process in such a relatively sparse environ-
ment like a tree belt, the limited importance of trunk height
in road traffic noise applications [2], and the equivalence
between a point source and a coherent line source when
expressing results relative to free field sound propagation
[18].

3. Cases

The cases considered in this and previous work [3] consist
of a 4-lane road traffic noise situation (the total width of
the road is 14 m, each lane taking 3.5 m), with a receiver
located at 30 m from the border of the road (see Figure 2).
The tree belt directly starts at the edge of the road and has
a width of 15 m. The tree belt fully covers the stretch of the
road modeled, which is 100 m. There is a uniform distri-
bution of traffic over all lanes; light vehicles (type 1) take
85% of the fleet and they all drive at a uniform speed of
70 km/h. The same vehicle speed is assigned to the remain-
ing 15% heavy traffic (type 3). The Harmonoise/Imagine
road traffic source power model [19] was used as it gives
data detailed in 1/3 octave bands.

Results are represented for the hypothetical case where
grassland is partly replaced by a tree belt. A homogenous
and windless atmosphere is considered. The ground effect

Figure 1. Illustration of splitting the 3D sound propagation envi-
ronment in two orthogonal planes for a single source point.

and impedance discontinuities between the rigid road sur-
face, the forest floor and the grassland are taken into ac-
count in detail. As a simplification, it is assumed that a
mature forest floor is present in all cases modeled. The
modeling of the ground effect, as discussed in detail in [2]
and [3], is based on validated models for which parame-
ters were found by data fitting on a large set of outdoor
measurements [20]. The road surface is modeled as fully
rigid. Note that for the various tree belt cases considered,
the ground effect stays the same and the GFPE simulations
did not have to be repeated. This is another asset of the
proposed calculation methodology separating the ground
effect from the multiple scattering process. The main fo-
cus is on non-deep tree belts to increase its applicability
along roads in suburban or even urban environments. The
width of the tree belts is in all cases 15 m. Clearly, with
increasing width, the efficiency might further increase in
a more or less linear way as illustrated in [3]. Tree bark
was shown to exhibit some acoustical absorption and be-
haves more or less frequency-independent, as was shown
by the impedance tube measurements by Reethof [21]. A
real-valued and constant time-domain impedance bound-
ary condition is therefore applied at the outer surfaces
of the cylinders representing the trunks in the numerical
model. Although some species can have higher bark ab-
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Figure 2. Plan view of the reference situation and abatement case
with dimensions.

sorption, a rather conservative energetic absorption coeffi-
cient of 0.075 is used (at normal incidence), corresponding
to an impedance, relative to the one of air, of Z = 51 (fur-
ther indicated as “normalized impedance”; for more de-
tails, see [3]). Unless otherwise indicated, the absorption
properties of the supporting poles are modeled in the same
way as those of the tree trunks.

Two tree belt configurations have been considered from
the many planting schemes numerically evaluated before
[3]. In a first setup, a square tree organization with a spac-
ing of 2 m on 2 m has been considered for uniform tree
diameters of 22 cm. This corresponds to a tree trunk basal
area of 1% which should be easily achievable with any
kind of species. In a second setup, a rectangular grid with
a spacing of 1 m parallel to the road, and 2 m orthogonal to
the road, has been selected. Each third row has been omit-
ted, which was shown before not to strongly deteriorate
the road traffic noise shielding of the belt. Uniform tree

diameters of 22 cm were considered as well here, leading
to an average trunk basal area of 1.5%, for which dedi-
cated maintenance (like e.g. pollarding) or selecting spe-
cific species (like e.g. willows) might be needed. The local
dense configuration in the paired rows here is relaxed by
the larger space of 4 m (orthogonal to the road) in between
them. Randomness is not included, neither in trunk spac-
ing nor diameter. For both planting schemes, various pole
configurations were studied as depicted in Figure 3.

4. Numerical results

All numerical results are depicted in Figure 4 (see also Ta-
ble I for the numerical values) in function of the tree trunk
basal area, which was shown to be the basic parameter for
predicting road traffic noise shielding as discussed in de-
tail in [3]. The results obtained within the framework of
the current work were added to the large number of calcu-
lations performed earlier [3] to allow comparison.

The poles and the tree trunks exercise a more or less ad-
ditive effect, independent of the tree trunk diameters. This
is illustrated by a series of simulations where the tree trunk
diameters increase from 4 cm (e.g. juvenile trees) to 24 cm
(mature trees). Pole configuration E is used (see Figure 3)
with all poles having a diameter of 8 cm. The differences
in insertion losses between the situation with and with-
out poles are in the range 2.1 to 2.6 dBA. Especially in
case of the small-diameter trunks, the presence of poles
makes the tree belt a useful noise abatement solution al-
ready from the beginning (4.0 dBA at 4-cm diameter trees,
corresponding to a tree trunk basal area of only 0.0005).
Note that in this analysis, the ground effect is assumed to
be similar for both the juvenile and mature tree belt, which
is clearly a simplification.

For the scenarios where the tree spacing is 2 m,
both orthogonal and parallel to the road, configuration
C (4.5 dBA) is a better choice than configuration A
(3.9 dBA). In both cases, each trunk is connected to the 4
nearest poles (all having a diameter of 8 cm) but the num-
ber of poles used in configuration C is about the double as
in A. The additional rows of poles in configuration C, rel-
ative to B, only yield 0.1 dBA additional road traffic noise
insertion loss.

For these scenarios (A-C), pole diameters were varied
(6 cm, 8 cm and 10 cm). In scenario A, there is hardly any
improvement by increasing the pole diameter (3.7 dBA for
a diameter of 6 cm to 3.9 dBA at 10 cm). For configura-
tions B and C, the difference between diameters 6 cm and
8 cm amounts to 0.5 and 0.7 dBA, respectively; the differ-
ence between pole diameters 8 cm and 10 cm stays very
small (less than 0.1 dBA).

For the rectangular tree belt with the 1-m on 2-m spac-
ing, and where each third row has been omitted to reduce
the average tree trunk basal area, the acoustical efficiency
increases with the number of poles per tree (for a fixed di-
ameter and the current pole’s absorption properties). Con-
figurations D, E, F and G use 3 poles per tree, while con-
figurations H and I only use two poles. Within each group
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Figure 3. Plan view of (part of) the supporting pole setups applied to a regular square grid with a 2-m on 2-m spacing between trees
(A-C), and rectangular grids with a 1-m on 2-m spacing where each third row is omitted (D-I). The four thick black parallel lines
indicate the positions of the traffic lanes, the black large dots the tree trunks and the red (colour online) small dots the poles, the green
(colour online) lines show the attachments between the trunks and the nearest poles.

the number of poles is more or less the same. There are
some small differences in shielding, ranging from 0.4 dBA
in the series D-G, and 0.5 dBA between H and I. The
fact that configuration I is slightly better than H is con-
sistent with the idea of rectangular planting schemes [3],

where a dense spacing along the road length axis is pre-
ferred, while orthogonal to the road the spacing could be
larger. However, the preference for configurations D and I
is not very pronounced. Shifting the pole grid over 1 m for
each second row, as is done in case G relative to case E,
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Figure 4. Scatter plot between tree trunk basal area and road traffic noise insertion loss (IL, relative to grassland) of a 15-m deep tree
belt bordering a 4-lane road at a receiver behind the belt (receiver at 30 m relative to the interface between the tree belt and the road,
at a receiver height of 1.5 m). Simulations including supporting poles are plotted on top of the large number of simulations of planting
schemes (grey symbols) described in detail in [3]. The configurations including supporting poles are indicated with a symbol and a
naming, and connected to the corresponding reference cases (without poles, indicated by “r”). If not explicated, pole diameters are
8 cm and their surfaces are modeled by a normalized real impedance of Z = 51; “Xcm” and “ZXX” are used for other diameters and
impedances, respectively. The names “A” to “I” refer to the pole configurations as depicted in Figure 3. Following traffic parameters
were used: 15% heavy vehicles, all driving at 70 km/h, equally distributed over the 4 lanes as shown in Figure 2.

hardly influences the predicted road traffic noise shielding
(< 0.1 dBA).

Making the supporting poles more absorbing gives a
large improvement in the road traffic noise insertion loss.
In the basic scenario, a similar impedance as used for
the tree trunks (Z = 51) is imposed on the outer sur-
face of the cylinders representing the supporting poles.
Fully rigid poles (Z = infinity) give a more modest shield-
ing than Z = 51 (1.2 dBA lower), while with decreas-
ing impedance the insertion loss increases (additional cal-
culations were performed for Z = 25, Z = 16 and
Z = 11). For Z = 11, the predicted insertion loss exceeds
10 dBA. In comparison, the same case without poles yields
4.5 dBA. On condition that absorption can be applied,
here modeled as a simplified frequency-independent be-
havior without having a specific material in mind, absorb-
ing poles could strongly add to road traffic noise shielding
of a non-deep tree belt.

Making a second grid of cylindrical scatterers, which is
actually done by adding poles to the tree belts in a struc-
tured way, shows to be efficient. The insertion losses pre-
dicted for tree belts with poles are larger than the insertion
loss one would expect for trunks alone with the same wood
basal area (so tree trunk basal area and pole basal area
summed together). This effect is especially pronounced in
case of thin trees. Similar to the findings for tree belts with-

out supporting poles, the trunk basal area only provides a
first estimate and significant improvements relative to this
basic behavior are possible. When the reference case is
sound propagation over rigid ground (instead of grassland
outside the road as in all previously cited predictions), the
insertion losses for the cases considered in Figure 3 are
on average 6.6 dBA larger (with a standard deviation of
0.2 dBA). For a 15-m deep belt with tree and pole config-
uration D, the insertion loss then amounts up to 13.7 dBA
(which was 7.3 dBA in case of grassland in the reference
case).

The results presented in this work are based on nu-
merical simulations, inevitably involving some idealiza-
tions. However, arguments are given in this paragraph
allowing reasonable confidence in the results obtained.
Firstly, detailed sound propagation models were used;
scattering of sound by cylinders (tree trunks) can be accu-
rately predicted by a full-wave method like FDTD, while
GFPE accurately describes ground effects and associated
impedance jumps. Acoustical parameters used to describe
the forest floor effect [20] and tree bark absorption [21] are
based on sets of measurements. Justification for the reduc-
tion to two orthogonal propagation planes is given in Sec-
tion 2. In addition, road traffic source modelling has been
an important research topic since long, leading to contin-
ued improvements [19]. However, true validation of sound
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Table I. Overview of numerical results and parameters related to the simulations of tree belts with supporting poles and their reference
situations. For the 1-m on 2-m tree trunk spacing, each third row has been omitted.

pole setup IL (dBA) tree IL (dBA) tree belt normalized pole pole trunk trunk spacing Trunk Basal
code belt with poles without poles impedance (cm) (cm) Area

D 7.3 4.5 51 8 22 1 m on 2 m 0.015
E 7.0 4.5 51 8 22 1 m on 2 m 0.015
F 7.2 4.5 51 8 22 1 m on 2 m 0.015
G 6.9 4.5 51 8 22 1 m on 2 m 0.015
H 5.8 4.5 51 8 22 1 m on 2 m 0.015
I 6.3 4.5 51 8 22 1 m on 2 m 0.015

DZinf 6.1 4.5 Inf 8 22 1 m on 2 m 0.015
DZ25 8.3 4.5 25 8 22 1 m on 2 m 0.015
DZ16 9.2 4.5 16 8 22 1 m on 2 m 0.015
DZ11 10.2 4.5 11 8 22 1 m on 2 m 0.015
A6cm 3.7 2.8 51 6 22 2 m on 2 m 0.010

A 3.9 2.8 51 8 22 2 m on 2 m 0.010
A10cm 3.9 2.8 51 10 22 2 m on 2 m 0.010
B6cm 3.8 2.8 51 6 22 2 m on 2 m 0.010

B 4.4 2.8 51 8 22 2 m on 2 m 0.010
B10cm 4.3 2.8 51 10 22 2 m on 2 m 0.010
C6cm 3.9 2.8 51 6 22 2 m on 2 m 0.010

C 4.5 2.8 51 8 22 2 m on 2 m 0.010
C10cm 4.6 2.8 51 10 22 2 m on 2 m 0.010

E 4.0 1.8 51 8 4 1 m on 2 m 0.001
E 4.5 2.2 51 8 8 1 m on 2 m 0.002
E 5.3 2.7 51 8 12 1 m on 2 m 0.005
E 5.9 3.4 51 8 16 1 m on 2 m 0.008
E 7.1 4.6 51 8 20 1 m on 2 m 0.012
E 7.7 5.4 51 8 24 1 m on 2 m 0.018

reduction by optimized tree belts is not available given
the major practical issues involved: only sufficiently ex-
tended tree belts reduce road traffic noise, while trees take
decades to develop. To some extent, a comparison is pos-
sible with measurements by Tanaka et al. [22]. For trunk
basal areas up to 0.07, insertion losses ranged from 0 dB
to 4 dB (only integer values are given in [22]; propagation
distances were between 10 m and 20 m, relative to a forest
edge). This corresponds to the predicted range in Figure 4
at low trunk basal areas.

5. Conclusions

Supporting poles can be exploited to increase the road traf-
fic noise insertion loss of both juvenile and mature tree
belts. The presence of wooden poles could make a juvenile
tree belt a viable noise abatement solution. Numerical pre-
dictions showed that specific configurations of supporting
poles should be considered in order to optimize the noise
shielding. Adding absorption, here modeled in a simplified
approach, strongly increases the road traffic noise abate-
ment although the total amount of the pole’s outer surfaces
is actually limited.
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